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KEY=5 - KODY CHAPMAN
PROJECT: WOLF WORLD
Special Agent Fangs Enigma and his sidekick, werewolf Agent Puppy Brown, were recruited by secret intelligence
agency MP1 (Monster Protection, 1st division) to stop the world's super(natural) villains and monster criminals from
realizing their evil plans.

HUNGER OF THE YETI
After Luke, Resus, and Cleo return rock zombie Vein's tongue to him in the snowy mountains of Tibet, they ﬁnd that a
young yeti has followed them home, and when its angry mother appears in search of the youngster, things get hairy.
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CODENAME: THE TICKLER
Special Agent Fangs Enigma and his sidekick, werewolf Agent Puppy Brown, were recruited by secret intelligence
agency MP1 (Monster Protection, 1st division) to stop the world's super(natural) villains and monster criminals from
realising their evil plans. In 'Codename: The Tickler', MP1's expensive mind-control technology, the Will Pill, has been
stolen by an ogre named Snores. He is only a goon for hire, though - so who is the real culprit? Can Agents Enigma and
Brown solve this ticklish case or will the mysterious Tickler have the last laugh?

AMBER FANG: HUNTED
Orca Book Publishers Amber Tyrell enjoys life's simple pleasures. A perfect evening for her includes a good book, a
glass of wine and, of course, a great meal, preferably straight from the jugular. Raised to eat ethically, Amber dines
only on delicious cold-blooded killers. But conﬁrming that her chosen victims deserve to die takes time. And patience.
So it's a good thing Amber is studying to be a librarian. Her extraordinary research skills help her hunt down her prey,
seek out other vampires and stay on the trail of her mother, who has been missing for over two years now. But one day
while Amber is stalking a rather tasty-looking murderer, things go horribly wrong. Amber has walked into a trap. The
hunter becomes the hunted. Now on the run, Amber receives the perfect job oﬀer out of the blue. Someone wants to
pay her to kill (and eat) the world's worst criminals. It sounds too good to be true. Amber Fang: Hunted is the ﬁrst
book in this exciting new vampire series.

DEAR DRACULA
Sam, a horror movie fan, does not want to wait for Santa to bring him the vampire ﬁgure he would like, so he writes to
Count Dracula and asks to be a real vampire for Halloween instead, signing his letter "your friend," and the Count
decides to come fora visit.

SCREAM STREET
A SNEER DEATH EXPERIENCE (TV TIE-IN)
"Welcome to Scream Street, where mummies rub shoulders with vampires, leeches and half-skeletal dogs are pets, and
where witches sell their wares to zombies. It's a sanctuary that the government has prepared for monsters of all kinds.
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It's safe most of the time, but corrupt, evil Mayor Otto Sneer is always coming up with plans to proﬁt from Scream
Street at the residents' expense. It's up to the wits and talents of werewolf Luke, mummy Cleo and vampire Resus to
save the day." --Publisher description.

OPERATION: GOLDEN BUM
Special Agent Fangs Enigma and his sidekick, werewolf Agent Puppy Brown, were recruited by secret intelligence
agency MP1 (Monster Protection, 1st division) to stop the world's super(natural) villains and monster criminals from
realising their evil plans. In 'Operation: Golden Bum', Agents Fangs and Brown are drafted in to investigate a string of
high-proﬁle robberies. The presence of an unidentiﬁable foul smell at all of the crime scenes leads MP1 to suspect that
this is no ordinary robber but one with magical abilities. Can the world's greatest vampire spy and his sidekick sniﬀ out
the thief before he puts his stinker of a plan into action?

MISSION: LULLABY
Special Agent Fangs Enigma and his sidekick, werewolf Agent Puppy Brown, were recruited by secret intelligence
agency MP1 (Monster Protection, 1st division) to stop the world's super(natural) villains and monster criminals from
realizing their evil plans.

THE WHITE LILY
Entangled: Amara To the north of the Varis empire, a mysterious faction spreads propaganda against the vampire
monarchy. Friedrich Volya, the Duke of Winter Hill, seeks to discover who they are before his uncle ﬁnds them ﬁrst.
King Dominik will punish the traitors with brutal force. Local schoolteacher, the raven-haired Brennalyn, is on her own
mission—to spy on the duke and discover what she can for the Black Lily. She longs to help the commonwealth and
bring justice to the many orphans left behind from the ravages of the blood madness, like the children she lovingly
keeps in her care. What she doesn't plan for is the heart-pounding attraction she feels for the duke, enemy to the
Black Lily. But when Brennalyn's secret puts her life and the life of her children in danger, Friedrich steps in as her
protector, she ﬁnds out there's more to the duke than she thought. Each book in the Vampire Blood series is
STANDALONE: * The Black Lily * The Red Lily * The White Lily * The Emerald Lily
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SCREAM STREET
LOOKS LIKE TROUBLE (TV TIE IN)
Scream Street "Don't trust what you see - especially in Scream Street, a sanctuary that the government has prepared
for monsters of all kinds. This scarily funny book presents two adventures from the popular TV series. In one, young
vampire Resus ﬁnds a magical mirror in a hidden crypt and swaps places with his reﬂection - his evil reﬂection. Is the
real Resus trapped in the mirror for ever? In the second story, beautiful shop owner Eefa is actually a 300-year-old
witch. When the portrait that keeps her lovely looks intact is accidentally binned, werewolf Luke and his friends have
to ﬁnd and return it to Eefa - or else! ."--Publisher description.

THE KENSEI
A LAWSON VAMPIRE NOVEL
St. Martin's Griﬃn Meet Lawson. A cynical, wise-cracking vampire charged with protecting the Balance between
vampires and humans, he is part cop, part spy, and part commando -- James Bond with fangs. Lawson mixes shrewd
cunning with unmatched lethality to get his job done. He tries his best to dismantle conspiracies, dispatch bad guys,
and live long enough to get home. In The Kensei, a battle-weary Lawson heads to Japan for a little rest and some
advanced ninja training. But he no sooner steps oﬀ the plane than lands in the midst of a Yakuza turf war orchestrated
by a shadowy ﬁgure known as the Kensei. With the help of Talya, a former KGB-assassin, Lawson must put a stop to
the Kensei's organ traﬃcking networks, prevent the creation of an army of vampire-human hybrids, and save his own
skin in the process. John F. Merz has written an utterly exciting novel—urban, paranormal fantasy meets international,
action-packed thriller.

NOX
A nude man invades Luca Suarez's home and protects him from creatures who cannot exist. Creatures hunting him.
The stranger can't tell Luca why. He can't even tell Luca his name. He remembers nothing until the moment he sees
Luca.The only hint Luca has to the stranger's identity is a tattoo on his wrist: N o XNox doesn't know who he is, but
he's sure of three things, his memory loss is temporary, the monsters chasing Luca are called Anubis, and his Alpha,
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Koda, sent Nox to protect him.There's just one problem... Koda is Luca's brother who was murdered ﬁve years
ago.With each passing hour, Nox ﬁlls in the pieces painting an impossible truth. And with each passing hour, both men
ﬁnd themselves unexplainably attracted to each other.Something Luca is willing to embrace because he has nothing
left to lose.And one Nox can't let happen because it could get Luca killed. Nox is a HEA/HFN m/m paranormal, scienceﬁction romance.But be warned, these are NOT the shifters you are used to reading about.

SAMSON'S LOVELY MORTAL (SCANGUARDS VAMPIRES #1)
Tina Folsom Vampire bachelor Samson can't get it up anymore. Not even his shrink can help him. That changes when
the lovely mortal auditor Delilah tumbles into his arms after a seemingly random attack. Suddenly there's nothing
wrong with his hydraulics - that is, as long as Delilah is the woman in his arms. His scruples about taking Delilah to bed
vanish when his shrink suggests it's the only way to cure his problem. Thinking all he needs is one night with her,
Samson indulges in a night of pleasure and passion. However, another attack on Delilah and a dead body later, and
Samson has his hands full: not only with trying to hide the fact he's a vampire, but also with ﬁnding out what secrets
Delilah harbors for somebody to want her harm. Scanguards Vampires Series: Book 1: Samson's Lovely Mortal Book 2:
Amaury's Hellion Book 3: Gabriel's Mate Book 4: Yvette's Haven Book 5: Zane's Redemption Out of Olympus Series:
Book 1: A Touch of Greek Book 2: A Scent of Greek Venice Vampyr Series: Book 1: Venice Vampyr Book 2: Venice
Vampyr – Final Aﬀair Book 3: Venice Vampyr – Sinful Treasure Bundle (Novellas 1 to 3): Venice Vampyr – The Beginning
Other Books: Lawful Escort

SCREAM STREET: RAMPAGE OF THE GOBLINS (BOOK#10)
Candlewick Press (MA) "Exactly the sort of grisly, gross, and hilarious stuﬀ that kids will love!" — Eoin Colfer, author of
Artemis Fowl Life on Scream Street is becoming unbearable, and Luke, Resus, and Cleo must speed up their quest to
save the street. Destination number three: Egypt, land of the pharaohs. The trio’s troubles, however, appear to be
following them. With a shoal of vicious scaremaids to deal with and an ancient curse looming, there’s only one thing
that could make things worse . . . those pesky goblins!

THE HISTORIAN
Little, Brown The record-breaking phenomenon from Elizabeth Kostova is a celebrated masterpiece that "refashioned
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the vampire myth into a compelling contemporary novel, a late-night page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle).
Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully written, The Historian is the story of a young woman plunged into a
labyrinth where the secrets of her family’s past connect to an inconceivable evil: the dark ﬁfteenth-century reign of
Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying pact that may have kept his awful work alive through the ages. The search for the
truth becomes an adventure of monumental proportions, taking us from monasteries and dusty libraries to the capitals
of Eastern Europe—in a feat of storytelling so rich, so hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled readers around the
world. “Part thriller, part history, part romance...Kostova has a keen sense of storytelling and she has a marvelous tale
to tell.” —Baltimore Sun

ULYSSES
BLOOD OF THE WITCH
Candlewick Press One week after arriving on Scream Street, Luke Watson is even more determined to ﬁnd the six relics
that will let him return home, but he and his friends must ﬁrst face problems with the vampires' vital blood supply and
with raging sewer rats.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN: VAMPIRE HUNTER
Grand Central Publishing Indiana, 1818. Moonlight falls through the dense woods that surround a one-room cabin,
where a nine-year-old Abraham Lincoln kneels at his suﬀering mother's bedside. She's been stricken with something
the old-timers call "Milk Sickness." "My baby boy..." she whispers before dying. Only later will the grieving Abe learn
that his mother's fatal aﬄiction was actually the work of a vampire. When the truth becomes known to young Lincoln,
he writes in his journal, "henceforth my life shall be one of rigorous study and devotion. I shall become a master of
mind and body. And this mastery shall have but one purpose..." Gifted with his legendary height, strength, and skill
with an ax, Abe sets out on a path of vengeance that will lead him all the way to the White House. While Abraham
Lincoln is widely lauded for saving a Union and freeing millions of slaves, his valiant ﬁght against the forces of the
undead has remained in the shadows for hundreds of years. That is, until Seth Grahame-Smith stumbled upon The
Secret Journal of Abraham Lincoln, and became the ﬁrst living person to lay eyes on it in more than 140 years. Using
the journal as his guide and writing in the grand biographical style of Doris Kearns Goodwin and David McCullough,
Seth has reconstructed the true life story of our greatest president for the ﬁrst time-all while revealing the hidden
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history behind the Civil War and uncovering the role vampires played in the birth, growth, and near-death of our
nation.

HEART OF THE MUMMY
Candlewick Press Luke, Cleo, and Resus battle millions of spiders as they attempt to retrieve the heart of an ancient
mummy, which is the third relic Luke needs to escape Scream Street and take his terriﬁed parents home.

ASSIGNMENT: ROYAL RESCUE
Special Agent Fangs Enigma and his sidekick, werewolf Agent Puppy Brown, were recruited by secret intelligence
agency MP1 (Monster Protection, 1st division) to stop the world's super(natural) villains and monster criminals from
realizing their evil plans.

BUD, NOT BUDDY
Delacorte Books for Young Readers The Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott King Award-winning classic about a boy who
decides to hit the road to ﬁnd his father—from Christopher Paul Curtis, author of The Watsons Go To
Birmingham—1963, a Newbery and Coretta Scott King Honoree. It’s 1936, in Flint Michigan. Times may be hard, and
ten-year-old Bud may be a motherless boy on the run, but Bud’s got a few things going for him: 1. He has his own
suitcase full of special things. 2. He’s the author of Bud Caldwell’s Rules and Things for Having a Funner Life and
Making a Better Liar Out of Yourself. 3. His momma never told him who his father was, but she left a clue: ﬂyers
advertising Herman E. Calloway and his famous band, the Dusky Devastators of the Depression!!!!!! Bud’s got an idea
that those ﬂyers will lead him to his father. Once he decides to hit the road to ﬁnd this mystery man, nothing can stop
him—not hunger, not fear, not vampires, not even Herman E. Calloway himself. AN ALA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG
ADULTS AN ALA NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK AN IRA CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARD WINNER NAMED TO 14 STATE AWARD
LISTS “The book is a gem, of value to all ages, not just the young people to whom it is aimed.” —The Christian Science
Monitor “Will keep readers engrossed from ﬁrst page to last.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “Curtis writes with a razorsharp intelligence that grabs the reader by the heart and never lets go. . . . This highly recommended title [is] at the
top of the list of books to be read again and again.” —Voice of Youth Advocates, Starred From the Hardcover edition.
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ETERNAL SHADE
Age of Vampires While Callie closes in on the blood bank in the hopes of rescuing her family, Montana accepts the
dangerous task of spying on one of the vampire royals.On the east coast more deaths arise in New York City and
Montana soon realises she's at the heart of an assasination plot. But if she doesn't work out who her enemies are fast,
she could be their next target.On the west coast, Callie struggles with her newfound feelings for Magnar. And as she
grows stronger, more capable and ready to bring down the blood bank, she realises her time with him could soon be
up.In the second instalment of the Age of Vampires Saga, two sisters must risk it all to protect each other and try not
to fall for their dangerous companions along the way...

THE OLD-FASHIONED FAIRY BOOK
WARD 13
Badger Publishing Fourteen-year-old Mark Jackson has broken his leg - but that's the least of his worries. Lying in a
hospital bed, waiting for an operation on his shattered bone, he begins to realise that several of his fellow patients
have not returned from their own trips to surgery. Patients with no one to visit them in the evenings, or miss them
should they vanish without a trace. Patients just like Mark, in fact... Our range of Teen Reads has an established
reputation with both teachers and students in secondary schools. Teen Reads are visually appealing and ageappropriate for struggling teenage readers, helping to develop conﬁdence and foster an interest in reading, whilst
bridging the gap between more specialised books and full-length novels.The complete collection of 46 books has
characters diverse in gender, sexuality, ethnicity and background to ensure they are relatable to a wide range of
readers. Themes vary from horror and the supernatural to sci-ﬁ, crime, adventure, family breakdown, relationships and
moral conﬂicts.Accessible and appealing in equal measure, and with content to suit many diﬀerent tastes, Teen Reads
are an asset to any school library.

SHADED VISION
AN OTHERWORLD NOVEL
Penguin It's Valentine's Day and the D'Artigo women are preparing for their friend Iris's wedding. But when Delilah and
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her sisters get word that the Super Community Center has been bombed, things get really ugly, The evil coyote
shifters-the Koyami-are back, and Newkirk, their new leader, has joined forces with a group of rogue sorcerers. Then,
just when they think things can't get worse, the demon lord Shadow Wing sends in a new front man, and life really
goes to hell...

DOCTOR WHO: SHROUD OF SORROW
A NOVEL
Crown A thrilling new adventure from the spectacular BBC series, starring Matt Smith and Jenna-Louise Coleman. 23
November, 1963 It is the day after John F. Kennedy’s assassination – and the faces of the dead are everywhere. PC Reg
Cranﬁeld sees his late father in the mists along Totter’s Lane. Reporter Mae Callon sees her grandmother in a coﬀee
stain on her desk. FBI Special Agent Warren Skeet ﬁnds his long-dead partner staring back at him from raindrops on a
window pane. Then the faces begin to talk, and scream... and push through into our world. As the alien Shroud begins
to feast on the grief of a world in mourning, can the Doctor dig deep enough into his own sorrow to save mankind?

WERWOLVES
THE DRACULAS
NEW MOON
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers From evil vampires to a mysterious pack of wolves, new threats of danger and
vengeance test Bella and Edward's romance in the second book of the irresistible Twilight saga. For Bella Swan, there
is one thing more important than life itself: Edward Cullen. But being in love with a vampire is even more dangerous
than Bella could ever have imagined. Edward has already rescued Bella from the clutches of one evil vampire, but now,
as their daring relationship threatens all that is near and dear to them, they realize their troubles may be just
beginning. Bella and Edward face a devastating separation, the mysterious appearance of dangerous wolves roaming
the forest in Forks, a terrifying threat of revenge from a female vampire and a deliciously sinister encounter with
Italy's reigning royal family of vampires, the Volturi. Passionate, riveting, and full of surprising twists and turns, this
vampire love saga is well on its way to literary immortality. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a
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triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story
of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want
to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times

A BOOK OF NATURAL HISTORY
BORN TO RUN
A HIDDEN TRIBE, SUPERATHLETES, AND THE GREATEST RACE THE WORLD HAS NEVER SEEN
Vintage Recounts the author's experiences with the reclusive Tarahumara Indians, whose techniques allow them to run
long distances with ease, and describes his training for a ﬁfty-mile race with the tribe and a number of
ultramarathoners.

MAGIC BREAKS
Penguin Kate Daniels discovers she has just 24 hours to ﬁnd the shape-shifter that murdered a Master of the Dead, or
risk the start of a war. By the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Magic Rises. Reprint.

TARGET: NOBODY
Special Agent Fangs Enigma and his sidekick, werewolf Agent Puppy Brown, were recruited by secret intelligence
agency MP1 (Monster Protection, 1st division) to stop the world's super(natural) villains and monster criminals from
realizing their evil plans.

COOKING UP LOVE
Lyrical Press A spicy attraction, a sweet small town, and a tasty mystery cook up a delectable romance. . . Jemima
George leads a charmed life in New York City as a personal chef to reality T.V.'s latest darling. But all that changes
when her Aunt Caro suddenly dies under odd circumstances—bequeathing her a small café in picturesque New
England. Jem intends to sell it and continue her fast-paced career—until her cheating boyfriend, and a deliciously sexy
local contractor, lead her to re-think her recipe for happiness. . . Jack Kerrigan considered Caro a surrogate mother and
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hates the idea of selling the cafe. But he loves the idea of beautiful, intriguing Jem staying in town as long as possible.
If it means remodeling the cafe, Jack's all in. And when his jealous ex-wife, a shady attorney, and a slew of secrets
threaten to extinguish Jack and Jem's simmering attraction, they might just add heat to a romance that's heading
toward a full boil. . . 90,000 Words

BAYOU MOON
Penguin The Edge lies between worlds, on the border between the Broken, where people shop at Walmart and magic is
a fairytale–and the Weird, where blueblood aristocrats rule, changelings roam, and the strength of your magic can
change your destiny… Cerise Mar and her unruly clan are cash poor but land rich, claiming a large swathe of the Mire,
the Edge swamplands between the state of Louisiana and the Weird. When her parents vanish, her clan’s long-time
rivals are suspect number one. But all is not as it seems. Two nations of the Weird are waging a cold war fought by
feint and espionage, and their conﬂict is about to spill over into the Edge—and Cerise’s life . William, a changeling
soldier who left behind the politics of the Weird, has been forced back into service to track down a rival nation’s
spymaster. When William’s and Cerise’s missions lead them to cross paths, sparks ﬂy—but they’ll have to work
together if they want to succeed…and survive.

PRINCESS FROG-SNOGGER
Badger Publishing The Kingdom of Bizarnia is in trouble. Its princess is kissing every frog in the land trying to ﬁnd her
prince and she is now down to the last one. Will this be the frog that can lead her to true love or will it all end in one
green, horrible mess? This series is based around famous fairy tales, but not in the form the reader might expect.
These tales have been tweaked to enchant and amuse a modern audience, including a princess who prefers frogs to
princes, an intergalactic Red Riding Hood, Goldilocks the vandal, a ragtag band of characters forming a superhero
league and more. The balanced combination of low word count with imaginative plots ensures that reluctant readers
are stimulated and drawn in to stories that they can realistically comprehend, providing much needed conﬁdence
going forwards.

WHAT IS THE NAME OF THIS BOOK?
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THE RIDDLE OF DRACULA AND OTHER LOGICAL PUZZLES
Dover Publications Orig. pub.: New York: Simon & Schuster, c1978.

THE HOUSE OF THE SCORPION
Simon and Schuster Matt is six years old when he discovers that he is diﬀerent from other children and other people.
To most, Matt isn't considered a boy at all, but a beast, dirty and disgusting. But to El Patron, lord of a country called
Opium, Matt is the guarantee of eternal life. El Patron loves Matt as he loves himself - for Matt is himself. They share
the exact same DNA. As Matt struggles to understand his existence and what that existence truly means, he is
threatened by a host of sinister and manipulating characters, from El Patron's power-hungry family to the braindeadened eejits and mindless slaves that toil Opium's poppy ﬁelds. Surrounded by a dangerous army of bodyguards,
escape is the only chance Matt has to survive. But even escape is no guarantee of freedom… because Matt is marked
by his diﬀerence in ways that he doesn't even suspect.

THE CASEBOOK OF SHERLOCK HOLMES
Jaico Publishing House In this collection of Sherlock Holmes adventures, the intrepid detective and his faithful
companion Dr. Watson examine and solve twelve cases that puzzle clients, baﬄe the police and provide readers with
the thrill of the chase. SHERLOCK HOLMES, the gaunt, ascetic, ruthlessly logical pursuer of crime and mystery created
by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, needs no introduction. The adventures of this sharply witty and moody detective and his
lovably pedantic and faithful friend Dr. Watson are a perennial source of inspiration to lovers of crime ﬁction. SIR
ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE was born in Edinburgh. A doctor by profession, it was while waiting for patients that he began
to write. The exploits of Sherlock Holmes and his companion in adventure and chronicler, Dr. Watson, soon catapulted
Doyle to international status.

SLAYERS & VAMPIRES: THE COMPLETE UNCENSORED, UNAUTHORIZED ORAL HISTORY OF BUFFY & ANGEL
Tor Books From the bestselling authors of the critically acclaimed two-volume series The Fifty-Year Mission, comes
Slayers & Vampires: The Complete, Uncensored, Unauthorized Oral History of Buﬀy The Vampire Slayer & Angel. Two
decades after its groundbreaking debut, millions of fans worldwide remain enthralled with the incredible exploits of
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Joss Whedon’s Buﬀy Summers, the slayer and feminist icon who saved the world...a lot; as well as Angel, the tortured
vampire with a soul who fought against the apocalyptic forces of evil. Now, go behind-the-scenes of these legendary
series that ushered in the new Golden Age of Television, with the candid recollections of writers, creators, executives,
programmers, critics and cast members. Together they unveil the oftentimes shocking true story of how a failed
motion picture became an acclaimed cult television series, how that show became a pawn between two networks, and
the spin-oﬀ series that was as engaging as everything that came before. This is the amazing true story of Buﬀy and the
friends, vampires, slayers, and demons who changed television forever. The authors talked to almost 100 writers,
producers, directors, ﬁlmmakers, sociologists and stars from Buﬀy The Vampire Slayer and Angel in new and vintage
interviews from their personal archives, among them: Joss Whedon Guillermo del Toro Felicia Day Anthony Stewart
Head Charisma Carpenter James Marsters David Boreanaz Amy Acker J. August Richards Eliza Dushku Christian Kane
Julie Benz And More! At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
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